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Abstract:

By synthesizing the relevant online resources, we find that the hotel online distribution channels can be categorized into four types according to the combination of four groups: hotel group, individual hotel, tourist, online travel agent. Meanwhile, the operation of online channels is mainly depending on the stable contract, unstable contract, membership, evaluation. Its application can be divided into business and non-business usage combining with internet and intranet.
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1. Introduction

At present, there are a lot of websites about online hotel distribution channels. There are three perplexed questions needed to be answered: What are the various types of websites or online channels that sell hotel rooms? How do these channels make money? Why do hotels use them? Meanwhile, four aspects need to be considered: hotel group, individual hotel, tourist, online travel agent. They all have their own perspectives.

2. Literature review

Based on Delphi study from the expert and industry perspectives, channels (and channel participants) are merging, bypassing one another, while simultaneously cooperating and competing with each other.¹ By analyzing different functions of distribution from the visitors’ perspective, the providers need to carefully consider the nature of their own product or service, markets, and broader destination characteristics and must decide an appropriate distribution mix.²

In general, the greater the number of intermediaries, the greater the transaction cost and processing fees; In many cases, luxury hotels in particular tend to offer their highest rates over direct channels—and (ironically) their cheapest rates over the most expensive online intermediaries.³ Depending on the systems involved in processing bookings, the cost of booking through internet channels can vary considerably; Each system involved in distribution has a different cost to hotels.⁴ To counteract intermediaries’ attempts to control distribution channels, hotel chains are enhancing and promoting their own websites, and shifting transactions to their own distribution channels.⁵ Hoteliers should focus investment on promotion in order to enhance their web-
sites’ effectiveness; The return on hotel website investments should be expected to be in the long run.\cite{6} By the application of hotel best available rate (BAR) pricing, we find that a non-blended rate presentation format does lead to higher willingness to book ratings than a blended rate presentation format.\cite{7}

Overall, users had more favorable attitudes and higher intentions to revisit third-party websites than hotel-owned websites.\cite{8} The profiles of different segments of online users were determined by the characteristics of their demographic information; online browsers and purchasers have different expectations for hotel websites.\cite{9} Consumers tend to rely on easy-to-process information, when evaluating a hotel based upon reviews; Higher levels of trust are evident when positively framed reviews focused on interpersonal service.\cite{10}

In a word, there are three different things we should pay attention to: different distribution channels have a different cost to hotels; different rate (non-blended or blended rate) does lead to different willingness to book; different segments of online users were determined by the characteristics of their demographic information. Furthermore, positive reviews are worth trusting or encouraging.

### 3. Theoretical basis

Four major online marketing domains are: business-to-consumer, business-to-business, consumer-to-consumer, and consumer-to-consumer; Smart marketers are employing integrated multichannel strategies that use the web to drive sales.\cite{11,509-512} Web sites vary greatly in purpose and content; Online social networks or web communities give consumers online places to congregate, socialize, exchange views and information.\cite{11,515}

The power of internet has revolutionized how we get together to exchange products, services, and money.\cite{12,75} The purpose of distribution channels is to bring clients and providers together so that they can communicate the information necessary for making a purchase decision and then execute the process of the purchase; There are direct and indirect channels of distribution.\cite{12,410-411}

All reservations are made in real time and update the rooms inventory the moment the reservation is confirmed.\cite{13,166} Paid searches can be costly; Hotels pay both for keyword placement and for each customer click on the search engine to the hotel’s website.\cite{13,176} Third-party travel sites contract with the hotel a set number of rooms at a deeply discounted rate and then resell those rooms online at websites known for giving consumers the best rate.\cite{13,181} Each third-party travel site had its own proprietary rules, for example: the hotel could not advertise its rooms at a rate lower than the rate on the travel website through any channel of distribution.\cite{13,182}

Group business has three positive characteristics appealing to the hotel industry: 1) the market is large; 2) groups provide economies of scale; 3) group delegates spend more dollars than individual travelers.\cite{13,224-225} Independent hotels or small chains that join a private reservation service generally experience a number of money-saving benefits, such as: save in software, operating and training costs.\cite{13,183} Electronic access into each hotel’s property management system allowed chains to perform research & corporate-wide developments, such as: revenue management, guest history.\cite{13,166}

In short, we should drive sales and provide service through a direct or indirect channels, while taking external and internal management into consideration, in order to achieve mutual benefits in the short term and long run.
4. The types of online hotel distribution channels

As shown in Figure 1, the hotel group or hotel chain mainly involves about the hotel with or above medium size. Individual hotel involves mainly about the hotel with small size. Meanwhile, whether it is a wholesaler or retailer, both of them are intermediary agency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel group/chain (≥medium size)</th>
<th>Individual hotel (small size)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheapest platform</td>
<td>Expensive platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-run website &amp; Multiple service</td>
<td>United website &amp; Tourist evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 The Types of online distribution channels

4.1 Cheap platform

When the hotel group or hotel chain combines with a online wholesaler or a retailer, due to approximately equal power or capability, it will result in a cheap platform which will give benefits to both sides. For example, Amadeus Hotel Platform, whose Headquarters is in France, gives hotel chains the tools to transform their global operations, global expansion, guests’ experience, and proposition to hotel owners. The different hotel groups or chains will share the information and resource from the hotel platform, which can economize costs and give them the economies of scale.

4.2 Expensive platform

When the individual hotel combines with a online wholesaler or a retailer, it will result in an expensive platform which will most benefit one side—the online wholesaler or retailer. In this situation, the individual hotel does not have huge resource or capability to negotiate with the online wholesaler or retailer. In most cases, they have to accept the unpleasant clauses or discounts. For example, C-trip, whose Headquarters is in China, claims that it is the biggest

4.3 Self-run website

When the hotel group or hotel chain combines with the tourists, it will come into being self-run website with multiple service. In order to attract & trace the tourists and control the prices of different rooms, the hotel group or hotel chain always establish their own website. For example, the Hilton hotel group, whose Headquarters is in USA, helps make traveling easier with smart design, innovative restaurant, authentic hospitality and commitment to the global community. What is more, the hotel group or chain often use their own website to introduce their legend history and new activities or discounts, even new hotels.

4.4 United website

When the individual hotel combines with the tourists, it will try to join or form a united website. Hardly will anyone trust a hotel without any alliance background in that they do not make sure how long this hotel will last and where they can complain in case of meeting some troubles. So the individual hotel would rather join a united website than set up a website by its own. For example, Hostelworld, whose Headquarters is in Ireland, becomes the fastest-growing online provider with innovative technology and inspire independently minded travelers everywhere; the tourists can know different hostels’ overall rating and detailed rating, such as: character, security, location, staff, atmosphere, cleanliness before booking a hostel. The individual hotel that makes tremendous efforts will get great rewards and supports from the tourists depending on their evaluation.
5. The operation of online hotel distribution channels

In order to exploit the major operation of online channels, we should keep in our mind: 1) The costs of establishing and maintaining a website vary considerably, depending on the site-owner's commitment and objectives.\[18\] 2) It is most beneficial for hotels to book reservations through the least-expensive channels, if there is sufficient demand via those channels.\[4\] 3) No method is consistently cheapest across any of the star ratings; the indirect methods have a great pricing variation than direct methods.\[19\]

Meanwhile, there are two kinds of hotel rates: transparency and nontransparency. They have quite different operation ways: 1) Rate transparency is preferred, if it reduces uncertainty or simplifies the decision process, or if the price was the same and savings became the salient feature; 2) Nontransparent pricing is more effective, if savings are not shown or the price is higher than the alternative.\[20\] The hotels should understand and use skillfully transparent or non-transparent rate according to its practical situation.

Furthermore, indirect channels charge the hotels by the following ways: online clicks, being prioritized in the first 1-3 pages, booking volume or turnover. Meanwhile, to fully explain the availability of booking, the time spent on browsing should be taken into consideration. As to the direct channels, the self membership and tourists' evaluation are very important. It is always favorable that permanent credits and positive evaluations are sustained and maintained stably. No one would like his or her credits being cut step by step or cleared off.

6. The holistic application of online hotel distribution channels

The application of online hotel distribution channels can be divided into
business usage and non-business usage, while there are some differences between internet and intranet. As shown in figure 4, there are four different kinds of applications for website usage.

6.1 Internet and business usage

If hotel website is used for business usage by the internet, its main purpose is to make money or cut costs for the hotel, low consumption goods suppliers and intermediary distributors. First, the hotel can use many ways to attract tourists, such as membership, preferential sale, etc. If the tourists want to consult something or complain some service, they can also use the hotel website. Second, the low consumption goods or raw materials suppliers can use hotel website to find its amount of rooms and meeting spaces, and then calculate or forecast its occupancy and the requirements of low consumption goods or raw materials. Third, whether it is an wholesaler or an retailer, the distributor can use hotel website to illustrate its advantages with great ease.

6.2 Intranet and business usage

If hotel website is used for business usage by the intranet, its main purpose is to enhance available internal collaboration of different divisions and harmonize effectively internal management. First, the different divisions, such as room division, front office, security, etc, can use the intranet to have a online meeting at the beginning of every Monday or in case of emergence. Furthermore, they can jointly recruit, train, select, and evaluate the hotel staff. Second, the intranet can help the managers control and supervise different kinds of problems, such as: arrange the shifts of employee, set up a reminder of special events or VIP (very important person) receptions, prioritize the employee with good appraise, allocate fairly the bonus or subsidies, etc.

6.3 Internet and non-business usage

If hotel website is used for non-business usage by the internet, it will be free or approximately free to all who use them. There are two categories of non-business usage: the hotel website used by its association and the hotel website used by its community. The hotel website used by its association will be not only taken into consideration statistically and academically, but also enhanced by its association by training or mutual intercourse. Meanwhile, the hotel website used by its local community will improve good will, visibility and influence of the community which will in turn bring good and long-term benefits to the hotel. The website will help the community people know what is happening around them.

6.4 Intranet and non-business usage

If hotel website is used for non-business usage by the intranet, its main purposes is to achieve the internal resource-sharing and message-sharing. First, the hotel’s internal resource can be used for special time, people and event. For example, the hotel can initiate some activities under some adverse circumstances and enlist the volunteers from the employee of different divisions to help or provide the service for the local community or other peoples. Second, the employee can share internal notices, news or announcements by daily access. If some employee have a rest or vacation by coincidence, they can also receive important messages and make some choices or arrangements with great convenience.
Also, managers can use intranet to solve complaints or conflicts from employee.

7. Conclusion

All in all, the contribution of this paper is that, based on the refined type & operation and application of online hotel distribution channels, combining with practical situations of different hotels, the relevant researchers and managers would be more conscious to find cost-efficient ways and convenient means to enhance service quality, guide the direction of development, or enlarge the profit.
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